Stuart Paisano

(505) 867-3317
Fax (505) 867-9235
www.sandiapueblo.nsn.us

Governor

Alex Lujan
Lt. Governor
481 Sandia Loop Road
Bernalillo, New Mexico 87004

June 7, 2021

Secretary
ATTN: Rulemakings and Adjudications Staff
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001

Re: Comment: Petition for Rulemaking that Would Require Advance Tribal Notification
of Certain Radioactive Material Shipments (STC-21-019)
Dear Sir or Madam,
I

-. r
•

Please accept these comments _on an April 8, 2021 Petition for Rulemaking ("PRM") requesting
its regulations to ensure
that the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission ("NRC") revise
.
.
consistency regarding advance Tribal notification of certain radioactive material shipments with
similar regulations for State notification.
The PRM, filed on behalf of the Tribal Radioactive Materials Transportation Committee
("TRMTC"), requests that the NRC revise its regulations at Part 37 of Title IO of the Code of
Federal Regulations, "Physical protection of category 1 and category 2 quantittes of radioactive
material," to ensure consistency with l OCFR Part 71, "Packaging and transportation of
radioactive material," and 10 CFR Part 73, "Physical protection of plants and materials,"
regarding advance tribal notification of certain radioactive material shipments. We appreciate
the work of the TRMTC in providing input on programs and activities relating to the
transportation and storage of radioactive materials and spent nuclear fuel from federally
recognized Tribes impacted by shipments of radioactive and hazardous materials.
We are committed to protecting all Pueblo natural and cultural resources from risks associated
with transporting high-level radioactive nuclear waste from sites across the country to proposed
semi-permanent sites in southeastern New Mexico and mid-western Texas. The Pueblo
maintains its concerns about the lack of consultation regarding the determination of transport
routes and availability of resources, training, and infrastru~ture for tribal emergency
preparedness, response, and risk management in potential incidences of accidental radiological
release during shipment. Our Pueblo Community deserves to live free from the risk of radiation
contamination. Nonetheless, we believe that consistent notification requirements and processes
enhance a Tribal Government' s ability to perform its responsibilities in protecting public health
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and safety. A discrepancy between 10 CFR Part 37 and 10 CFR Parts 71 and 73 regarding
advance notification of Tribal Govemments for certain radioactive material shipments must be

corrected.
Respectfully,

c3ad?a
Stuart Paisano
Governor

\SS
Cc: U.S. Senator Ben Ray Lujan
U.S. Senator Martin Heinrich
Tanya Allen, Pueblo of Sandia Emergency Operations Manager (via e-mail)
Steffani A. Cochran, Pueblo of Sandia General Counsel (via e-mail)
File
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Dear Sir or Madam,
· Please accept these comments on an April ,8, 2021 Petition for Rulemaking ("PRM") requesting
that the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission ("NRC") revise its regulations to ensure
consistency regarding advance Tribal notification of certain radioactive material shipments with
similar regulations for State notification.
The PRM, filed on behalf of the Tribal Radioactive Materials Transportation Committee
. ("TRMTC"), requests that the NRC revise its regulations at Part 37 of Title 10 of the Code of
Federal Regulations, "Physical protection of category l and category 2 quantities of radioactive
material," to ensure consistency with 10 CFR Part 71, " Packaging and transportation of
radioactive material," and 10 CFR Part 73, "Physical protection of plants and materials,"
regarding advance tribal notification of certain radioactive material shipments. We appreciate
the work of the TRMTC in providing input on programs and activities relating to the
transportation and storage of radioactive materials and spent nuclear fuel from federally
recognized Tribes impacted by shipments ofradioactive and hazardous materials.
We are committed to protecting all Pueblo natural and cultural resources from risks associated
with transporting high-level radioactive nuclear waste from sites across the country to proposed
semi-permanent sites in southeastern New Mexico and mid-western Texas. The Pueblo
maintains its concerns about the lack of consultation regarding the determination of transport
routes and availability of resources, training, and infrastructure for tribal emergency
preparedness, response, and risk management in potential incidences of accidental radiological
release during shipment. Our Pueblo Community deserves to live free from the risk of radiation
contamination. Nonetheless, we believe that consistent notification requirements and processes
enhance a Tribal Government's ability to perform its responsibilities in protecting public health
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and safety. A discrepancy between 10 CFR Part 37 and 10 CFR Parts 71 and 73 regarding
advance notification of Tribal Governments for certain radioactive material shipments must be
corrected.
Respectfully,

JM?a
Stuart Paisano
Governor

\SS
Cc:../U.S. Senator Ben Ray Lujan
U.S. Senator Martin Heinrich
Tanya Allen, Pueblo of Sandia Emergency Operations Manager (via e-mail)
Steffani A. Cochran, Pueblo of Sandia General Counsel (via e-mail)
File
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· Please accept these comments on an April 8, 2021 Petition for Rulemaking ("PRM") requesting
that the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission ("NRC") revise its regulations to ensure
consistency regarding advance Tribal notification of certain radioactive material shipments with
similar regulations for State notification.
The PRM, filed on behalf of the Tribal Radioactive Materials Transportation Committee
. (''TRMTC"), requests that the NRC revise its regulations at Part 37 of Title 10 of the Code of
Federal Regulations, " Physical protection of category 1 and category 2 quantities of radioactive
material," to ensure consistency with 10 CFR Part 71, "Packaging and transportation of
radioactive material," and 10 CPR Part 73, "Physical protection of plants and materials,"
regarding advance tribal notification of certain radioactive material shipments. We appreciate
the work of the TRMTC in providing input on programs and activities relating to the
transportation and storage of radioactive materials and spent nuclear fuel from federally
recognized Tribes impacted by shipments of radioactive and hazardous materials.
We are committed to protecting all Pueblo natural and cultural resources from risks associated
with transporting high-level radioactive nuclear waste from sites across the country to proposed
semi-permanent sites in southeastern New Mexico and mid-western Texas. The Pueblo
maintains its concerns about the lack of consultation regarding the determination of transport
routes and availability of resources, training, and infrastructure for tribal emergency
preparedness, response, and risk management in potential incidences of accidental radiological
release during shipment. Our Pueblo Community deserves to live free from the risk of radiation
contamination. Nonetheless, we believe that consistent notification requirements and processes
enhance a Tribal Government's ability to perform its responsibilities in protecting public health
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and safety. A discrepancy between IO CFR Part 37 and 10 CFR Parts 71 and 73 regarding
advance notification of Tribal Governments for certain radioactive material shipments must be
corrected.
Respectfully,

~a
Stuart Paisano
Governor

\SS
Cc: U.S. Senator Ben Ray Lujan
A J.S. Senator Martin Heinrich
Tanya Allen, Pueblo of Sandia Emergency Operations Manager (via e-mail)
Steffani A. Cochran, Pueblo of Sandia General Counsel (via e-mail)
File
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